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Senior Salute Marshall, Konieczny crowned as
•
coming soon UAH's homecoming queen, king
By Carter Gana
News Knter
Here is some good
news for Graduating
UAH Seniors. UAH is
taking steps to make your
graduation easier. Graduating Seniors can attend
the first annual "Senior
Salute" in the University
Center Exhibit Hall on
February 26 and 27 in order to take care of last
minute graduation details, make preparations
for Commencement, or
perhaps just to order caps
and gowns without having to wade through the
long lines at the UAH
Bookstore.
"Senior Salute is" a
gathering of faculty advisors, alumni, and honored
guests with the foc used
goal of making graduation easier for the Class of
2001. Senior Salute is being sponsored by the Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs. UAH
Judicial Affairs Officer
Toni Morgan is heading

the organization of what is
being unofficially billed as
"Seniors' One Stop
Graduation Shop." Senior
Salute offers an excellent
opportunity for Seniors to
gather in a friendly atmosphere and take care of all
of their graduation needs.
Representatives from
several departments will
be present at the two day
event to assist Seniors.
These offices include the
Office of the Vice President of Student Affairs,
the Office of Alumni Relations, Office of the Registrar, the Graduate School,
Student Financial Services, Career Services, the
lntemational Student Office, and the Credit Union.
A mailer is being sent
out to Seniors who graduated in the Fall of 2000, or
who will graduate this
Spring or Summer. Early
walkers with permission
to graduate with the Class
at the end of the Spring

See Salute,
page13

By Matt Stokes
News Knter
Homecoming festivities came to a close this
past weekend after the
introduction of the court
at Friday night's hockey
game and finally the
crowning of king and
queen at the Saturday
night basketball game.
Mr. Eric Konieczny
was crowned king, and
beside him was Ms.
Cassondra Marshall who
was crowned queen.
Mr. Konieczny, a senior nominated by Sigma
Nu Fraternity, serves as
president of the Business
Student Council, is the
reporting officer for
Sigma Nu Fraternity, and
is a SGA House of Representatives legislator.
Also a member of the
UAH Track Team,
Konieczny was awarded
the Men's Cross Country
2000 Leadership award
and named a NCAA and
Gulf South Conference
Scholar-Athlete for the

President Frank Franz congradulates homecoming king and queen Eric
Konieczny and Cassondra Marshall, who were crowned at Saturday night's
basketball game by last year's king and queen Robbie Burroughs and Page
Reynolds. (Photo by Danny Parker)
a n d a n entertain men t Parker, Michael Baum,
2000 season.
and Jessica Williams.
Ms. Marshall, a senior writer for the Expo11e11/.
Brett Holt is a junior
The
Homecoming
nominated by the Black
Student Association, Court consisted of ten and was nominated by
serves as president of the nominees. The remaining Kappa Delta Sorority.
BSA and President of eight included Brett Holt, Holt serves as Alpha Tau
Delta Sigma Theta. Elizabeth Courtney, Chris
See Homecoming,
Marshall is also a Com- Brown, Sally Stewart,
page15
pass Counselor, a Lancer, Caleb Clanton , Lea h

Earthquake hits India, UAH ISO to lend support
By Madan Gopal

and Mrinal Shah
SpeciRIfor Tlte
ExpOllellt
A tltree-111011/lt-old baby
was rescuedolivefrom under
o lteop of debris ofter 80
Lakshmi, 18, sits in a
hospital in Anjar,
western India, Thursday,
Feb. 1 after a major
earthquake struck killing
tens of thousands. (Photo
from news.yahoo.com)
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!tours. Site was sucking of
lter dead 1110/lter's decomposed breast.
Twenty-four students, 011
11 college trip, witnessed
11eigltbouri11g!rouses collapse
like packs ofcords. Tirey !tad
to walk over dead bodies of
girls 011d boys tlteir 11ge before being 11irl(lied lo Slljely.
A newly 11111rried couple
escaped willt ,mitor injuries
ofter tlteir !rouse c11ved in 011
I/rem.

These are stories for
those who survived. Most
didn't. And we will never

get to hear of their dreams
unfulfilled, their lives cut
short on a holiday morning.
On January 26, Mother
Nature jolted Indians ou t
of their sleep. That it was
a Republic Day not soon
forgotten. A severe earthquake measuring 7.9 on
the Richter scale ripped
through the western State
of Gujarat, leaving in its
trail unprecedented destruction and death. Many
cities were turned into
piles of rubble instantly.

Hockey
trounces the
Beavers

Dr. Smith
organizes
cook-off

Pages
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The death toll crossed
10,000 on the first d ay.
Property worth over
$2200 million was reduced to d ust. The quake
a lso engulfed with it the
commercial capital of the
State, Ahrnedabad.
Now, imaginary fears,
trauma, destruction, and
insecurity are writ large
on the faces of the survivors. The series of aftershocks that continue till

See Earthquake,
page3
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Tech
talk
By Greg
Bacon
'lkdatology
Knter
Want to stick it to The Man and earn at least
ten grand for the pleasure?
I've written here before about the United States
Patent and Trademark Office being far too liberal
when it comes to issuing software patents. ("Liberal" is a charitable way to put it; "incompetent''
would be a closer match.) Technology companies
see the free handouts of government-sanctioned
monopolit.>S, and the corporate welfare cheats line
up by the thousands to secure their certificates of
patent. They then erect "patent walls" as if to :.uggest that they've accomplished something in the
same way that Wu-Tang Clan's Old Dirty Bastard
proudly displayed his welfare 10 carci.
Before you socialists start trying to sign me up
for the Green Party Weekly Newsletter, I'm not
some foaming-at-the-mouth, anti-corporate crusader. 1 believe in a patent system that protects
legitimate inventions, but, in The Great Atlantic
and Pacific Tea Co. vs. Supermarket Corp., 340 US.
147 (1950),Justice Douglas wrote, ''[it] was never
the object of [patent) laws to grant a monopoly
for every trifling device, every shadow of a shade
of an idea, which would naturally and spontaneously occur to any skilled mechanic or operator
in the ordinary progress of manufactures." In
addition, the PTO rewards all "inventions" equally
despite the fact that inventing physical devices is
much more difficult than designing a new algorithm. The US patent system is in clear need of
reform.
Until that reform happens, we have to work
within The System. One way to invalidate a patent
is by showing "prior art," i.e., demonstrating that
a patent holder isn't the real inventor. For example,
say the PTO awards me a patent for" An Algorithm For Determining the Greatest Common Divisor of 1\vo Integers." ln elementary school, we
all learned how to compute GCD using a method
attributed to Euclid of Alexandria {who was alive
around 300 BC). If my method were the same as
Euclid's, then Euclid's algorithm would serve as
prior art.
There's a website called BountyQuest (http://
www.bountyquest.com) that allows people to post
bounties (starting at $10,000) on valuable information.
most common use seems to be patent
invalidation, but it could catch on and sprout into
all kinds of different areas. Maybe politicians will
use the site to dig up dirt on each other a la Larry
Flynt's rewards for dirt on Republicans during the
Clinton impeachment. CurrenUy, the site has three
bounty categories: biotechnology, computers, and
mechanical Hunt down the desired information
and collect the cash.

n,e

Job opportunities available at <cilqi ~xpnninf.
Gain valuable resume
•
expenence.
Available positions:
News Writers
Entertainment Writers
Sports Writers
Sales Associates
Come by room 104 in the UC
for more information.

February~ 200J

SGA Senate is pressured to
chair Frosh Mosh committee
ByJ. Caleb
Oanton
News Editor
Both chambers of the
SGA met Monday night,
February 5. The primary
concern facing the Senate
was to appoint someone
to take the helm of the
Frosh Mosh Planning
Committee. At present
there is no one occupying
the unpaid position.
According to SGA
President
James
Kodrowski, the position
needed to be filled much
earlier than what is currently expected. As such,
the Frosh Mosh Planning
Committee is drastically
behind schedule as far as
gearing up for fall semester of 2001.
Kodrowski addressed

the Senate, urging them to
accept his nomination of
Spencer Thomason to
chair the planning committee. Thus far, the Senate has repeatedly denied
confirmation
for
Thomason.
Concerned that time is
running out, Kodrowski
presented the Senate with
an ultimatum: either accept the nomination before consideration, offer
an acceptable alternative
candidate for chair position, or submit a memo to
President Frank Franz explaining why Frosh Mosh
will be canceled due to
lack of timely, appropriate
leadership and planning.
"The fact of the matter
is, if there is no planning,
then there just cannot be a
Frosh Mosh," said

ing a bus to the event. The
bus will leave the Univer.
sity Center at 6:45 a.m.
that morning. Those interested in attending the
event can contact Dale
Jobes in the SGA office at
824-6375.
In the House of Representatives, there were several internal matters resolved. Mike Anderson
was sworn in as the new
College of Science representative, replacing his
predecessor
Scott
Patterson, who resigned at
the end of last term. Also
Monday night, the House
voted to appoint Todd
Watts as the new College
of Engineering legislator.
Watts is a senior engineering student and should be
sworn in next meeting.

Kodrowski.
Currently, there is
$17,SOOin theSGA budget
allotted for the upcoming
Frosh Mosh. According to
Kodrowski, if there is no
movement on part of the
Senate by Monday, February 12, then this budget
must be forfeited. Due to
pro-ration and other financial matters at play,
this money will be severely needed elsewhere if
there is to be no initiative
taken concerning Frosh
Mosh.
Also on the agenda, the
Senate heard from Dale
Jobes, director of external
affairs, concerning an upcoming Higher Education
Day to be held in Montgomery on Tuesda y,
March 6. According to
Jobes, the SGA will be tak-

Across the Campus
Wltat do you think about President
Bush's tax cut proposal?

Photos by Dauphne Ropll

Jordan

Ben
Carruthers

Jakob
Miller

Lisa
Oberle

Sophomore
Computer
Engineer

Sophomore
Mecluznica/
Engineer

Sophomore
Engineer

Sophomore
Psychology

"In theory it's a good idea,
but it's going to blow
when we find out where
this money is going to
come from."

"The tax credit that they
give for students' tuition
is a good idea, but the rest
of it won't work."

"I'm unemployed, so if
they could just give me
money, I'd be happy."

"I think it's a good idea.
but whether it will work
is another story."

Zachary

Women's Communiry Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of

Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228
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UAH nam.ed partner in Genomics Research
By Matt Stokes

ent. The
Univer.

~qt ixpnntnf
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UAH has been selected
to conduct research into
structural
genomics
through a pilot research
center established with a
S23 million grant from the
ational Institute of
Health (NIH).
The research conducted by UAH will be in
concordance with a part-

nership including Huntsville-based Research Genetics, the University of
Georgia, the University of
Alabama at Birmingham,
Harvard Medical School,
Georgia State University
and the Oklahoma Medical Foundation.
The headquarters of
the center, called the
Southeast Collaboratory
for Structural Genornics, is
located at the University

of Georgia. The five-year
program will study the
structures of proteins in an
effort to find ways to control their actions in organis ms from bacteria to
plants and humans.
According to Dr. Ed
Meehan, director of the
Laboratory for Structural
Biology at UAH, "the recognition that UAH receives as being part of this
collaborative effort will

give us the credibility to
conduct structural genomic research at the national level. This makes us
a real player in this field
and will help bring research dollars to Huntsville."
The support of the NIH
grant has introduced a
major initiative to determine the structures of
thousands of proteins
over the next decade.

Archaeologist to lecture at UAH
socially. 1n doing so, Van
lilburg wilJ be examining
a anton
how various human
News Editor
events such as civil war,
Archaeologist and Di- cannibalism, and natural
rector of the Easter Island disasters affected the
Statue Project, Dr.Jo Anne island's culture and its
Van Tilburg is slated to environment.
present a lecture at UAH
Van lilburg has been
next Thursday, February crucial in the effort to in15 at 7:30 p.m. in the Pei ventory, describe, and
Ling Chan Auditorium catalog some 900 statues
within the Administrative on the island. Likewise,
Science Building. Having she has led extensive arbeen featured by the likes chi val and museum efof BBC Horizon, PBS Novo, forts throughout the
the Learning Channel, the world, while performing
Discovery Channel, the archaeological studies on
History Channel, and CBS other Pacific islands, inSunday Morning, Van eluding Oreor and
Ti Iburg is well known Babeldaob in the Republic
within her field.
of Belau, Micronesia.
Widely regarded as a
Van lilburg is the presileading authority on the dent of the Mana Foundastatue project, Van lilburg tion, a non-profit organiis being sponsored by the zation aimed at furthering
UAH Art and Art History the arts, education, and
Department and the archaeological site preserNorth Alabama Archaeol- vation in the Pacific Isogy Society. Her lecture, lands. Van Tilburg also
en tilled "Easter Island: acts as the director for the
Statues and Survival," is Rock Art Archive and is a
open to the public and is research associate of the
free of charge.
Cotsen Institute of ArBest known for its chaeology, UCLA. In a
huge stone statues en/led combined effort with comMoar: Easter Island is often puter analysts and digital
referred to as the lost con- artists, Van lilburg heads
tinent. Van Ttlburg will be endeavors to preserve
challenging the more tra- documentation of ancient
ditional notion that the prehistoric rock art on arRapa Nui (Easter Island) chaeological sites in Caliculture responded to natu- fornia, the Far West, and
ral disaster by collapsing the Pacific Islands.

By J. Caleb

Earthquake, continued from page 1
today, following last
Friday's earthquake have
compelled survivors to
evacuate their houses and
live on the roads - without
food, clothing or shelter.
Rescue teams from all
over the world are working tirelessly to recover
bodies still buried under
the debris. India's Defense
Minister says the death
toll is likely to cross
100,000, the highest casualty figure ever recorded
in the history of earthquakes worldwide. Being
the richest State of India,
the calamity in Gujarat is

bound to adversely effect
the economy of the entire
nation.
Gujarat will never be
the same again unless we
come together to improve
the lives of those people
who survived Mother
ature's fury. We, at the
Indian Student Organization of UAH, request you
to donate generously for
this humble cause. For
details on donations and
more information on the
earthquake. please visit
our web page at http:/ /
www.uah.edu / ISO /
emergengy /.

For more information
concerning Van Ttlburg's
lecture, contact Dr. Lillian

Joyce at 824-2588 or email
joycel@email.uah.edu.

Work toward this goal will
be divided into two
phases: a five-year pilot
stage and a subsequent
five-year, full-scale production phase. This first
phase officially begins
with this announcement.
"This project can be
viewed as an inventory of
all the protein structure
families that exist in nat ure," said Dr. Marvin
Cassman, an NIH director.
"We expect that this effort
will yield major biological
findings that will improve
our understandin g of
health and disease."
Being Alabama's largest biotechnology com-

pany, Research Genetics
has become one of the
world's largest manufacturers of artificial DNA.
UAH graduate Jim
Hudson created the company in 1987.
The Laboratory for
Structural Biology here at
UAH conducts both basic
and applied research using X-ray crystallography
to d etermine the three-dimens ional struct ures of
bio logical m olecules.
These structures can be
used when developing
new pharmaceuticals.

Ba
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Von Braun Center Arena
FRIDAY MARCH 16, 2001 8pm

RESERVED SEATS ON SALE NOW
At Von Braun Center Box Office, Online at www.sfx.com,
Or At All Ticketmaster Ticket Centers
VON BRAUN Or Charge By Phone At 1-800-277-1700.
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4SpOnSOf Clothesline Project at UA8
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WSSOto
By Jennifer Hill
News Knier
The Women's Studies
Student Organization
(WSSO), HelpLine, and
Huntsville Legal Services
are sponsoring a T-shirt
campaign on February 1216 that intends to raise
public awareness of domestic violence committed against women. The
campaign is officially
known as The Clothesline
Project and is nationally
recognized as a way for
battered women and children to represent their experiences and express
their pain on the canvas of
a T-shirt.

The Clothesline Project
is S) mbolic of a wa) for
"socie ty lo air its dirty
laundry" and corresponds
with what has traditiona ll y been deemed as
"women's work." Carol
A. Chichetto, chair of the
project's steering committee stated, "doing the
laundry has always been
considered women's
work, and in the days of
close-knit neighborhoods,
women often exchanged
information over backyard fences while hanging
their clothes to dry."
The intent of the
Clothesline Project is to
provide women who have
survived domestic vio-

lence with an opportunity
to break the silence of their
pain and to allow the public to understand their personal experiences. The
uAH WSSOT-shirt decorating campaign will be
held in both the University Center and -Morton
Hall beginning on February 12 and will continue
through February 16.
During this time, battered
women and children are
encouraged to decorate Tshirts that will later be displayed throughout the
campus buildings in an
effort to heighten public
awareness of the frequency of domestic violence.

The Clothesline Project
began in the spring of 1990
in Hyannis, Massachusetts when the Cape Cod
Massachusetts Women's
Agenda sought a way to
educate the public about
the extent of domestic violence. The group was horrified by statistics gathered by the Maryland
Men's Anti-Rape Resource Center that estimated that"during the 16
years of the Vietnam War,
51,000 women were murdered in the United States
by their husbands or lovers, while 58,000 American soldiers perished in
the war." Thus, the group
was inspired to create a

Febnu,ry

poignant public reminder
of domes tic violence. In
October of 1990, the
Clothesline Project began
with only 31 shirts, yet the
project has grown at an
astounding rate through
out high schools and col
lege campuse s a c ross
America.
Women who have been
battered, assaulted, raped,
sexually abused, or who
are survivors of incest or
child sexual abuse are encouraged to participate in
this campaign. Friends
and relatives of women
who have been murdered
are also urged to decorate
a T-shirt in their memory.
The exhibit of the T-

~hi rts will be accorn
nicd by sounds. The
will be s truck every nq
seconds to symboli1.e ~
occurrence of domestic
abuse while a whistlewi
be blown every minutek,
re present the rape of a
woman. Also, a bell Wil
be rung four times a day
to signify the deathof foar
women at the hands of
their husband or lover.
The exhibit will continue
to be on display throughout the campus until
April. For more information about this exhibit,
contact the Women's Studies Student Organiz.atian
at 824-6210.
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Smoking found to be linked to anxiety disorden
ByJ. Caleb

Canton
News Editor
As if smokers didn't al-

ready have enough to
worry about, there may be
a new concern linked with
youth smoking. According to a recent study published by the Journal ofthe
American Medico/ Associntion UAMA), cigarette
smoking may be linked to
an increased risk for developing anxiety disorder.
In a study published on
November 8, 2000, researchers contend that
youth smoking seems to
actually increase the likelihood of particular types
of anxiety disorders during the later part of adolescence and even into
early adulthood. In spe-

cific, the study argued that
there is a link between
smoking and agoraphobia, generalized anxiety
disorder, and panic disorder.
"This study sheds
some interesting light on
the harmful effects of
youth cigarette use," said
Kent Hunt, Associate
Commissioner for Substance Abuse Services at
the Alabama Department
of Mental Health And
Mental
Retardation
(DMH/MR). "These and
similar findings may help
us show young people
that the harmful effects of
smoking are not limited to
physical health problems."
Agoraphobia - among
the strongest linked with
youth smoking - is when
a person has a fear of be-

Baptist Campus Ministries
Baptist Student Center
450 Sparkman Dr.
837-9140 or 830-6611

Celebration
Praise and Worship - Drama
'J'u()·s day Nigh ts
8:30 p.m .

Fellowship Lunch
Thursdays at 12:00 - $2.50
(first time is fre<'!)

Pool Table - Ping Pong - TV Room
Study Room - Prayer Room
Snack Room

Come by any time of the day
or evening!

All denominations are welcome!

ing in situations or places
where escape or help may
not be readily available in
the case of a panic attack.
If the disorder goes untreated, it can result in the
avoidance of any and all
situations that might result in any anxiety. Such
avoidance can cause interruptions
in
the
individual's work routines, as well as other social activities.
Generalized anxiety
disorder is generally indicated by extreme, worrisome thoughts and tension concerning small, everyday events. Individuals with this disorder tend
to be very pessimistic, as
they often expect the
worst to occur immanently, even though there
is really no evidence to the
effect. Also, the disorder
often comes bundled with
physical symptoms like
fatigue, trembling, muscle
tension, headaches, and
nausea.
Also associated with
youth smoking, panic disorder is distinguished by
frequent and repeated

bouts of intense fear that
occur without previous
warning. Accompanying
the disorder are a number
of physical ailments, such
as chest pains, heart palpitations, shortness of
breath, dizziness, abdominal distress, and sensations of unreality.
"These types of mental
disorders can be extremely debilitating, particularly for adolescents
and young adults," Hunt
said. "It makes our efforts

to curb youth tobacco access and use all the more
important."
Currently, Alabama,
along with several other
states, have been required
to lower youth access to
tobacco under a mandate
of the Synar Amendment.
The Synar Amendment is
a piece of federal legislation that requires certain
states to supervise retailers as to insure that they
prohibit the sale of tobacco
to minors.

Safety student escorts
available on campus
By Allison

Caputo
News miter
The UAH Department
of Public Safety has a student escort program and
that is news to some students. Although the program has been in effect for
two years, many do not

know of its existence.
And, the many of the
students who are aware of
the program are confused
about how to use it.
"Knowing we have it is
wonderful, but if you
don't know how to get in
touch with them, then you
can't use it," said UAH
student Sarah Cornwell.
To contact the escorts,

The English Honor Society, Sigma Tau
Delta, is looking to identify students
eligible for membership.
Active membership is available to students who·
· Are English majors or minors
·
· Have completed at least two English classes be ond the
freshman requirement
y
· Have a GPA of 3.0 in all English classes
· Have completed three semesters of college level work.
is available to students who meet the
Associate membership
.
.
b
d
a ove aca enuc reqwrements but are not English
j
•

~~

" Fortunately, Alabama
vendors understand thal
tobacco sales to children
are illegal and present a
serious health threat to
our youth," Hunt said.
More information on
you th smoking and its
link to anxiety disorden
can be obtained by accesei ng the abstract of the
JAMA study at the journals web site: http://
ja ma .ama-assn.org/is•
s ues / v284 n 18 / abs/
joc01807.htm l.

~~M~
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If you meet the requirements above and would like to oin Si
Tau Del~ please contact the chapter president, Kim slu1tz
at 772-1972 or kskerr@bellsouth.net by February 21, 200l.
rr,
-- . . . .... .

s tudents can call 824-659'
o r 824-6595. Student escorts are available Mond a) through Thursday
from 8:00 pm to 1:00 ~
The escorts travel in pairs
and are available to walk
s tudents to cars or dorms.
According to Officer
Albino, with the UA~
Department of Pubhc
Safety, they are also the
"eyes and ears" of lhe department.
.
Armed with flashhghlS
a nd radios, the esco_rts
walk the campus lookin~
1
for unusual occurrences• .
any s uch occu r rence as11
witnessed, the escorts ca
the campus police.
So s tudents v,.,ho 3 ~
afraid to walk from the hbra r) to their car at night,
have an option. The)' can
call the student escort service.
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Char.ger
Sponsline

_Hockey's first line·helps to
trounce the stubborn Beavers
2.

By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
There is a say ing in
sports that when two rivals meet, "you can throw
out the records." That was
never more apparent than
homecoming weekend
when the UAH Chargers
took on rival Bemidji St.
Despite the Beavers'
record coming into the
weekend stood at 1-21-2,
they proved to be no walk
in the park by any means.
But in the end, despite inconsistent officiating by
the referees, UAH won 32, and 2-1 over Bemidji St.
to up their overall record
to 15-10-1 and 10-3-1 in
conference play.
"Their [Bemidji St.J
record is not great, but
they are a good team"
UAH head coach Doug
Ross said of the Beavers.
" It took a real big team
effort to beat a good
hockey team."
On Friday night, UAH
jumped out to the 1-0 lead
on Karlis Zirnis's 10th goal
of the season at the fiveminute mark of the second
period. Dwayne Blais assisted on Zirnis's goal,
which sailed over goalie

Darren Cuny sets up for a shot in recent UAH Hockey
action. Cuny is tied for the team lead in points with
Dwayne Blais at 22. (Photo by Danny Parker)

Grady l lunt's shoulder.
The Beavers' Travis
Barnes scored at the 18:30
mark of the second period
to knot the game at one.
Barnes penetrated the
Charger zone and sent a
missile past Mark Bryne's
right leg pad and descended into the net. On
the goal by Barnes, the
UAH contingent were
complaining about an apparent stop in the action
that would've not allowed
Bames's goal to count, but
the referees did not stop
play before Barnes attempted his shot.
Cheers would tum into

jubilation just a scant 16
seconds later as Mike
Funk's seventh goal of the
season gave the Chargei:s
a 2-1 lead going into the
third period. Funk was at
it again at the onset of the
third period as he scored
on a power-play goal to
make the score 3-1 in favor of UAH.
The Beavers cut UAH's
lead to 3-2 on a goal by
Clay Simmons.
The Chargers defense
made an impressive stand
as they stopped all of
Bemidji St.'s penetration
in the frantic final minutes
to secure the victory at 3-

Bryne stopped 30 shots
in the contest while his
counterpart, Grady Hunt,
stopped 30 shots as well.
UAH 2, Bemidji SL 1
On Saturday, Bemidji
St. played UAH tough
once again, but moral victories aside; UAH won the
game 2-1 to sweep the
weekend series from
Bemidji St. The Cha rgers
were aggressive as they
out shot the Beavers 51-26
for the game.
"We got a lot of offense,
but we didn't finish
around the nets consistently," coach Ross said
after Saturday's victory.
"But we' re aggressive, we
out shot them 2-1 and it
was exciting to see that
many shots put on goal."
After one period of
play, Bemidji St. led UAH
1-0 despite being out shot
by the Chargers 26-9. The
goal came at the 15minute mark of the first
period off of the stick of
Bill Methven.
UAH'S Zimis scored
on a power play goal just
under the twelve minute-

See Hockey,
page13

A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Ice Hockey
Record: 15-10-L 10-3-1 in CHA
UAH 3, Bemidii State 2
UAH 2, Bemidji State 1

u.

ll'Jlffle9

02/09 vs. Wayne State at 7:00 p.m. at VBC
02/10 vs. Wayne State at 1:00 p.m. at VBC

Men's Basketball
Record: 15-6 6-4 in GSC
Lincoln Memorial 79 UAH 69
North Alabama 72 UAH 68

u.

.

8•--

02/10 at State University of West Georgia at 6:30
p.m. in Carrollton, GA
02/14 vs. Oakland City at 7:30 p.m. at Spra2ins Hall

.

Women's Basketball
R..,.nrd: ,n..,n "--" in r.c;r
Lincoln Memorial 71, UAH 58
North Alabama 59, UAH 47

u_

--

.

02/ 10 at State Universitv of West Geonrla at 4:.30

1>.m. in Carrollton, GA
02/ 14 vs. Oakland Citv a t 5:30 o .m. at Sora2ins Hall

Intramural&
111---

-

-Feb.•

Spra2ins Heroes 4, Taus 1
Sicrma Nu 7. Norfolk 'N' Wav 1
Pi Kappa Alpha 10, Umw of Virtue 1

1

Underdog Railsplitters min Homecoming 01
ByKeith Conrad
Sports~
No matter who the
team may be, you can
never underestimate your
opponent.
Lincoln
Memorial's record stood
at 6-14 coming into the
game Saturday night
which also happened to be
homecoming for the
Charger faithful.
LMU looked like they
were on a mission and
upset the eighth-ranked
C hargers 79-69. LMU
broke a two game skid to
hand the Chargers their
first losing s treak since last
yea r.
The Chargers never
seemed in control during
the game. After shooting
only 38 percent in the first
half, the Chargers clung to
a 35-32 lead at halftime.

In the second half,
LMU outscored the
Chargers 47-34. After the
Chargers took a six point
lead, on a jumper by
Sigurmundsson, LMU
went on a 26-10 run to take
a 10 point lead. LMU
landed four straight threepointers during that time,
the fourth by Jody Goins
put LMU up 60-50 with
11:03 left.
The Chargers fought
back to close to within
four points when a jumper
by Zach Carpenter cut the
LMU lead to 62-58 with
8:49 remaining. However,
that would be as close as
the Chargers would get
the rest of the game.
The loss spoiled a great
performance by sophomore center Saevar
Sigurmundsson, who finished the game with 28

points and 13 rebounds.
He landed 10-of-16 shots
from the field and was 8for-8 from the free-throw
line.
Joe Smith followed
Sigurmundsson with 20
points, eight assists and
five rebounds for the
Chargers.
Jimmy Miller led LMU
with 28 points, Mark
Padgett added 13 and
Ricky Buc kley had 12
points and 15 rebounds.
UNA 72, UAH 68
It was a night when everything seemed to go the
Chargers way, until the
very end. Although they
had been unable to hold a
pair of ten point leads during the game, the Chargers went into the final
moments of the game
Monday with a chance to
win.

A blown call by the officials would change everything. Smith was
grabbed by a UNA player
on his way to the basket.
On any other night a foul
would have been called,
but there was no whistle.
The Chargers would go on
to loose their third straight
game 72-68 in overtime.
Early on in the game,
everything seemed to
point to an easy Charger
victory. UAH held ten
point leads in both halves,
and held it as late as the
4:33 mark when the visiting Chargers were up 55-

See Ruin,
page 6
'Irey Pinegar brings the
ball down the floor for
the Chargers. (Photo by
Danny Parker)

Febru11ry 8. 2001.
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ByDanny
Parker
Sporta Editor

Hoop squads
starting to skid
Just when you trunk everything is fine and
dandy, the underdog comes and bites you in the
butt.
After jumping out to impressive starts, the
men's and women's basketball teams have hit a
bump in the road of late. Each team has lost three
straight and are slumping at a bad time.
The Chargers looked to not only cruise to the
Gulf South Conference Tournament in Tupelo,
Mississippi, but they also appeared to be heading
to another trip to the NCAA Tournament. The men
(15-6, 6-4 in GSC) have since fallen to West Florida
(14-7, 5-5 in GSC) and North Alabama (14-7, 6-5
in GSC) on the road whlle dropping to the last
place Railsplitters of Lincoln Memorial (7-15, 3-7
in GSC) on Homecoming.
Perhaps the heads of these young men were still
buzzing after launching up in the national
rankin~ to No. 8. A dose of reality and three L's
later, the Chargers are down to No. 19.
The Lady Chaigers (10-10, 6-5 .in GSC) appear
to be following suit with their problems of late.
The ladies have fallen to the same opponents as
the men in their losing streak and even scored a
season-low 47 points on Monday night .in Florence
against hated GSC rival North Alabama. Head
coach Connie Gu.inn even tried to spark her troops
by benching the five regular starters to open the
game.
I wish I could say that things get easier for the
teams. Both teams still have to travel to Carrollton,
Georgia, to face West Geogia; to Livingston to play
West Alabama; and to Harrogate, Tennes.see, for a
rematch against Lincoln Memorial along with a
home date against Valdosta State.
It is not too late to get thin~ turned around. If
the GSC Tournaments started today, each team
would get a berth. By winning a majority of their
games from this point on, the teams could ride
safely into the tournament and carry quite a bit of
momentum with them in the process.
The next three weeks will tell the tale as to how
good our basketball teams really are. Stay tuned.

.,

Struggling Lady Chargers drop
third straight game in Florence
By Renea
Harrison
Sports Writer
After their loss to LMU
over Homecoming weekend, the Lady Charger
basketball team was certainly looking for a win
against the University of
North Alabama on Tuesday. Things did not fall
into place for UAH (10-10
overall, 6-5 in GSC), and
they lost their third game
in a row to a school that
every UAH team hates to
lose to. The Lady Chargers were not even able to
manage 50 points in the
59-47 loss.
Things looked a little
different from the very
beginning of the game.
The starting lineup that
has remained fairly constant throughout the season was completely different. Not one regular
starter began the game for
the Lady Chargers. ·This
change comes after several players played exceptionally well off the bench
against LMU in the previ-

The Lady Chargers need to string together some late-season wins to earn a berth
in the Gulf South Conference ToumamenL (Photo by Danny Parker)
scored in double figures.
ousgame.
According to coach LaDonna Sears and Katy
Connie Guinn, "The five . Dunn led the team with
players that started this nine points each. Taryn
game came in Saturday Causey went on a scoring
when we were down and frenzy with 22 points to
did a good job. They also lead UNA. Amber Deline
had a good practice Sun- was not far behind her
day, and I felt like their with 17 points.
hard work should be reAfter this loss, the Lady
warded."
Chargers have put themUnfortunately, the selves in a dangerous pochange in the starting sition where getting into
lineup did not do much to the GSC tournament is
spark the Lady Chargers' concerned. When asked
offensive game. In fact, about the necessity for
not a single UAH player conference wins at this

point in the seas<;m, Guinn
said, "We need to win four
out of the last five to assure us a place in the tournament. If we only win
three there is the possibility of a tie."
Come and support
your Lady Chargers as
they work for a spot in the
tournament. Their next
home game is Thursday,
March 8 at 7:00 p.m.
against the Mississippi
University for Women.

Lady Chargers fall on big night
ByRen~a
Harrison
Sports Writer
Losing to Lincoln Memorial University was not
exactly what the Lady
Charger Basketball team
had in mind for Homecoming 2001. However,
that is exactly what happened. The loss came in
spite of a nearly perfect
outing by senior center
Ilisha Jarrett, and was the
second loss in a row for
the UAH ladies.
LaDasha Thompkins
said, "We didn't play to-

Trinity Presbyterian
Welcomes UAH Students
1iinity Presbyterian Church is located at 4315 Holmes Avenue
next door to the new UAH Activity Center. We welcome UAH
students to worship with us. We have started a special Bible
study class for UAH students. Initially we will be studying the
Book of Romans. However after a few weeks the class can design its own curriculum. Please come and bring a friend.
Contemporary Church Service (causal dress) 8:30 a.m.
Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
'Iraditional Church Service 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Feb 24 at 7:00 p.m. Special activity for UAH Students: Refreshments and Movie - nieft Behind"

PLEASE COME AND JOIN US
..

gether, and we didn't execute our defense properly. It was not a good
game for us." The lack of
defensive execution certainly showed. Four Lady
Railsplitters scored in
double figures, and all but
one of their players scored
in the game.
The game started badly
and ended badly for the
Lady Chargers. Things
did not look good when
the Lady Railsplitters
started the game off with
a 14-2 lead. Instead of
waiting until the second
half of the game to make
their move as they have
been doing for the majority of the season, UAH
fought back early.
The score quickly
moved to 24-22 in favor of
the Lady Chargers. Unfortunately, this was the
last time that UAH would
have possession of the
lead. The final score was
71-58.
Coach Connie Guinn
said, "LMU is a very good
team, and probably the
best team on our side. We
made a lot of mental mistakes and had too many
turnovers. In order to beat
good teams, we have to
start taking better care of

the basketball."
Jarrett was the leading
scorer for the Lady Chargers. She scored a careerhigh 16 points. She also
pulled down seven rebounds and blocked one
shot. LaKendra Hogg
added 13 points and four
steals, while Kim Young
ani:I Rachel Highfield each
had 10 points.
When asked for some
positive points from the
game Thompkins answered, "llisha stepped

up and played really well.
Kendra also had a good
game. It just wasn't good
enough for us to win."
This was the first meeting between the two teams
this season. The Lady
C hargers will have a
chance to redeem them·
selves when they travel to
Harrogate, Tennessee, at
the end of February. Their
next game against Lincoln
Memorial will also be the
last game of regular sea·
son play.

Ruin, continued from page 5
45.
UNA would bounce
back, on the strength of a
13-3 run to tie the game
with just under a minute
remaining in the ball
game. Sherra Whetstone
was fouled by Ky le
Copeland while he was
attempting a three-pointer
with 50 seconds left.
Whetstone hit all three
free throws to tie the game
at 58.
The Chargers were
hoping for magic to strike
again as they gave the ball
to Smith on their last possession. The senior didn' t
disappoint and gave UAH
a late 60-58 lead with only
25 seconds left. The Lions

tied the game a few sec·
onds lateronaputbackby
Tyrone Dennis with ten
seconds left to force th~
game into overtime.
Key misses at the freethrow line and clutch play
by the Lions we_re thedifference in overtime..
Sigurmundsson got off,
to a fast start and scored
16 points in the first half.
He led the Charger offense
with 24 points and seven
rebounds. Smith had ~O
1
points and Fred McG'nnlS
added 11.
.
The Cha rgers now wi 11
visit West Georgia on 5 ~
urday, February 10 at 6:
pm.
-

... -.
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Baseball settles for split
By Danny Parker
Sports Editor
The long road that th e
Charger Baseball team
hopes to end in the College World Series in Mon tgomery started this past
weekend in Jacksonv ille,

FL.
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Once again UAH was
invited to the Peach Belt/
Gulf South Invitational at
Harmon Stadium at the
University of North
Florida to open the regular season for the Chargers.
The Chargers faced the
Ospreys of North Florida
in the opening game of the
weekend. The face-off
consisted of two teams
ranked in the top 10 in the
country. UNF was ranked
No. 2 while UAH hit the
pre-season polls at No. 8.
The Charger bats never
seemed to get going
against UNF's Br ian
Ratich and Mike Wood as
UAH fell 4-1.
Rauch and Wood combined to hold the Chargers' sticks to three hits and
one run.
A big second inning by
the Osprey offense proved
to be all the runs necessary
to send the Chargers reeling. An RBI triple by Jesse
Collins and a two-RBI
single by Bnan Rapp
made UAH starting
pitcher Kevin Schomas
pay for his lack of com-

mand on the mound.
The lone UAH run was
scored by designated hitter Jason Manwaring in
th e fo urth inning on a
ground out by freshman
Trai Mead ows.
T h i rd baseman Jake
Ma this was the only
b right s pot at the plate for
UAH as he walked twice
and singled twice.
Schomas took the loss
as he walked seven and
yielded fou r hits in five
innings of work. Sophomore Brent Davenport
took the mound over the
final three frames. Davenport gave up one run on
two hits without walking
a batter.

UAH 4, USCA2
UAH redshirt freshman Adam Bass proved
the year of seasoning pa id
off. He and Meadows
helped hold down the bats
of the University of South
Carolina-Aiken Pacers as
the Chargers rolled to a 42 win.
Bass cruised before
running into trouble in the
fourth inning. A two-out
homerun by the Pacers'
first baseman David
Gillespie, a single by Brian
Patterson and walk by
Nate Grant put Bass in an
unnerving situation. The
6-foot-5 Huntsville native
responded by striking out
Pacer rightfielder Kyle
Langley to end the threat.
Brent Deerman got the

Chargers on the board first
with a two-out homerun
to left.
The rest of the Charger
runs came in a three-run
fourth inning. The inning
was highlighted by
Wallace State transfer Joel
Austin's two-run homer
that scored
Phillip
Donaldson after Hector
Guadalupe scored on a
wild pitch.
Bass (1-0) relinquished
four hits and issued only
one walk while striking
out six Pacers en route to
his first victory as a
Charger. Meadows continued the theme by picking up his first save at
UAH after four innings on
the hill. Meadows allowed only two hits and
one walk as he too K'd six
batters.
Leadoff hitter Wes
Long tallied two hits for
the Chargers (1-1).
UAH's final game of
the series against ninthranked Kennesaw State
was rained out.
Come out and catch
Charger Baseball in action
this weekend as they open
up their home season
against No. 28 Southern
Illinois-Edwardsv1lle at
Joe Davis Stadium in a
doubleheader this Saturday starting at 12:00 p.m.
The Chargers will face
SIUE again on Sunday at
1:00 p.m.

of 10 Jieagong
~<>Uw?ll :neeJ a
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Softball gearing up
By Renea
Harrison
Sports Writer
UAH Softball team is
deep in preparation fo r yet
another excellen t season.
Returning e igh t p layers
from last year's G ulf
South Conference C ham·
pionship team, head coach
Les Stuedem a n 's Lady
Chargers a re in g ood
shape for a repeat performance. The 2001 schedule
looks to provide quite a
challenge for the squad .
The senior class of this
strong nucleu s includes
four All-Region performers. Lane Davis, wh o carried the majority of the
pitching duties last season, will once again be the
number one pitcher.
Davis is a two-time AllAmerican, a two-time AIIGSC selection, and the
2000 GSC Player of the
Year.
Shortstop Audrey Williams is also a two-time
All-American after lead-

ing the Lady Chargers in
average, hits, and doubles
last season and is on pace
to set numerous GSC
records.
Ca t ch e r
Renea
Ha rrison led the GSC in
h omeruns last season with
14 and led the team with
63 RBI. Speed y Stephanie
Berry led the GSC with 36
stolen bases in 2000.
The ju nior class consists of two transfer play·
ers. Kristi Braverman was
All-GSC and All-Region in
2000 w hile a t Delta State.
Leigh a M o r phew, fro m
Central Alabama Community College, will redshirt
this season with a knee
injury.
Four
sophomores
round out the returning
letter-winners. Second
baseman1 catcher Melanie
Carter was an All-Region
selection, GSC Freshman
of the Year, and grabbed
All-American honors.
Amber Fuller, Katrina
Fomich, and Shannon
Sims are the other three

sophomores. Fuller has
the potential to play a
major role this season after limited action in 2000.
Fomich, a lefty, is a nice
contrast lo the pitching
styles of Davis and Fuller
with her ability to change
speeds. Sims will be
counted on for her power
at the p late and strong
arm on the ho t comer.
The freshmen includ e
outfielders Rachel Ha mby,
Tamara Weaver, and Melissa Kyle. Ham by will
man right fie ld, while
Weaver and Kyle will
share time in left. Sara
Winn is the lone freshman
infielder.
Erica Miller and Jennifer Young, both pitchers,
round out the freshman
class. Miller is rehabilitating after an injury in the
fall. Young will redshirt
the 2001 season.
The Chargers will open
up the 2001 season in
Pulaski, Tennessee, with
Martin Methodist on February 11.

The average dorm phone cost for a college student is $80 a month! With Sprint
PCS, you can get 2000 minutes a month, which include Nationwide Long Distance,
tor only S49.99. Receive a FREE earbud and t-shirt when you sign up with Sprint PCS
and show your college identification.
The versatility of our wireless phone plans makes dorm phones obsolete. With
Sprint PCS Nationwide Long Distance you can call home more, especially when
you need money. Ask your sales representative for details.
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Love's Pesentment
B4 J. D. Kelse
How long does one sit and wait

f OP that which will not come
How long does one stand in hope
Befope one's heaPt gPows numb

f OP if one pePsisfs in shooting aPPows
At 4ouP desiPed heaPt of sfone
Do not the aPPows themeselves
gPow weaPlj
And the aPm fpom which theq ape

I

thPown

Happy Valentine's Day to my three favorite guys!
Thanks for being such a special part of my life.
Love Always, Dauphne (Mom)

Do not the eqes foo gPow dim

f Pom viewing a

lovelq sight

And wish if onlq sfeal awa4
Absence fo ma~e if Pight
How long must the eaPs they heaP
The song of a lonel4 couPse

Happy
Valentine's
Day, Jeremy.
Love,Mom.
Ann Harper

Till the4 too gPow old and deaf
Knowing onl4 silence in PemoPse
No, the time has come f OP me to flee
Awa4 fpom youP shackling eye

f OP m4 aProw cannot peiPce the
heaPt
Nop endeaPment simply buy
So

I cuPse the wall that suProunds

4our soul
And
And

I flee its sfone4 pin
I damn Pelucfance on

paPt
CuPse thee,

I say again.

youP

To Jeffrey,
Thank you
much for lovi
me the way Y'
do. You're all 1
dreams come tJ
and I love bei
married to you,
Love,Jenny

""'Y 8, 2001

e _x onen
Happy
Valentine's Day,
Christina! To
my dear friend,
Christina (who's
standing next to
me).
Amelia 'Iyson
Happy
Valentine's Day
to Amelia the
socialite.
Christina

,rite guys!
n ylife.

Dear Jennifer Leigh,
There is but great time and distance between you and I, and so perhaps I write this for
the sake of a literate Lord. Our lot has all but missed, and I am left with some sweet nothingness. And as for you, I do not know. I never will. But whereas God is kind, I wish you
well and send you hope.
And as I fumble for my keys, I might think of you behind the door waiting for me.
And when I see that the blinds are drawn, and the air is still and without scent where you
could have been, it is just one of many places where I think of you most- it is when I know
you will never be there. How could it have been any other way?
And on those days when the sun sets so memorial, and the sky is wide and God will
whisper silence in my ear, the memory of your face, and the memories of those sheltered
moments will be my end so sweet. There was no love that was wasted, but instead, makes
every day so perfectly sad. It lends its child-like wonder, and its sorrowful hand. You will
forever keep me young.
And on this Valentine's Day, I will only pray that someone will love you more than
I. He is a simple and virtuous man, because life is more simple than what I would make for
you. And when I will know this, I may quietly fade into the world from your life. What
have I left but to walk away?
- Carl Lightfoot

~d to you.

-

What's the difference between you
and a big 'ole bucket of fine? The
bucket. Love, your baby.
I would like to
wish a Happy
Valentine's Day
to my very
closest friends
Chrissy Atnip
and Alise Lacy.
They are the
greatest! I've
really had fun
these past few
weeks!
Your best friend,
Frankie Bibby

Happy
Valentine's Day
to the ATO's and
the KD's.
Love Anne and
Michael

frey,
k you so
for loving
Le way you
u're all my
B come uue
love being

Jenny
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Valentine's Day At The Exponent W inners:
Winners may pick
up their prizes
Tuesday, February
13 between 2 p.m.
and 4 p.m.

fipsf Place: J.D. Kelse
Second Place: Amelio Tljson and CPisifino
T~i.J Place: Lucia Ty on

For more
information on

prizes call 824-6060,
ask for Dauphne

or Jennifer

-

...
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Entertainment
The Five
Spot
By Paul
Lindgren
E11tertaimne,,t
Edit{Jf'

Unsolicited
thoughts on
Valentine's
I've always thought Jove leaves you highly
combustible, and finding the woman of your
dreams would be not unlike dousing yowself in
gasoline and kissing a burning match. This allegory is not necessarily on part of my natural cynicism for romance (could you ever have guessed?).
Rather it makes things eac;y in describing life's
most complex and fickJe predicament - love.
Ardor, in all its nature, is a bashful animal, and
we find it difficult to really ever say what it is we
love about each other. "The way she walks, and
the way she talks" is easy enough to say, but what
is it about her that really sets you aflame? Where
is that initial spark that will set you ablaze where
you stand.
There is much to be said of the trivial U,ings
that would leave you curious and wildly intrigued. It is the beauty of intellect in the way she
would curl her legs onto the couch as she reads
Proust for class, and it is the way you imagine her
singing in the car when you know she is too embarrassed to do so when you are riding beside her.
Or it must be when we realize the ways that
endearment makes us better people, when there
is a sort of refrain and charily between lovers.
There is understanding and WlSpoken respect, and
sometimes there is regret when you imagine the
way things could be or could have been.
"Could we ever have danced more than just
that once, and this time, not so strange, and not
just strangers, but tender lovers thereafter- dancing in a barefoot bar on Ocracoke, dancing to
"Amor de Loca Juventud" on the sandy floor?"
'There is a great wholeness of passion that begins so small. It begins with a simple spark, that
slightest glint, and then it will sweep over you as
a fire, and you will crash down from the world
until there is only you and her.
It was her smile ... Yes it was her clever smile
and her big brown eyes. Tilere is that flicker of life
you see in her eye.s, seemingly indistinguishable
from yours. It is your love for her that has shaped
the man you are today- this and each day, when
you yearn for her in the traffic and you yearn for
her in the office.
And when you begin to feel alone in a very,
very large world, ~he ·wiJI center your bll5y mind,
and she will steady your faith. She wiH light your
heart afire when you close your eyes and touch
your lips with hers, and it will all wash across your
face so wild and easing.
Valentine's Day - remember the fire, and remember the wholeness you will find in each
other's soul and you will know the weetness of
God's perfect gift - love.

Dr. Smith organizes cook-off
ByDauphne
Rogers
Editor-in-Chief
The annual chili cookoff sponsored by the Communication Arts Department was a big success, as
usual. Dr. Sherri Smith organized the event for the
fifth time in the event's
six-year history this year.
Winners of the best O\ era II chili entry were Blake
Stewart
and
Ryan
Hileman. Dr. Diana Bell
was the winner of the best
non-vegetarian chili entry.
Best vegetarian chili went
to Allison Caputoand
Ra Donna
RidnerThurman. Dr. Clarke
Rountree, Chair of Communication Arts, was
the winner of the spiciest
chili entry, and Cindy
Hughey, won for best side
dish.
Smith would like to
thank all those that contributed to the event m
any way, including the
lucky folks who showed
up to taste the entries. The
chili cook-off is open to all

students, faculty, alumni,
and staff from any college
on campus. Smith wanted
to extend a special thank
you to the Honors Program for allowing the chili
cook-off to take place in
the I lonor's Lounge.
"It's fun because there's
almost a joking spirit of
competition between departments. We have a lot
of participation from both
faculty and students.
Communication Arts
alumni often come back
for this event. People anticipate the chili cook-off
and inquire about it for
months in advance. Some
people show up just following the smell. It has
definitely become a tradition," said Smith.
"This is the best tum
out we've ever had," replied Rountree when
asked for a comment.
Dr. Rolf Gobel from the
Foreign Languages Department said, "It's a great
tradition. It's nice that all
the students and staff chip
in and bring the food. I do
think the chili could have
been a little less spicy, but

Dr. Sheni Smith organiud the Communication Arts'
Chili Cook-off. This makes her fifth time organizing
the event in its six-year history. (Photo by Dauphne
Rogers)

the rt again, I'm a chili
wimp."
Winner of the best side
dish, Cindy Hughey, said,
"Wmning is a tradition in
my chili cook-offs."
Graduate nutrition student, Ivy Hubler, said,
"The winning vegetarian
chili is spicy and very
tasty.
It also looks
healthy."
"The Communication

Arts Department out does
itself each year by providing this service to students
and s taff alike. Other colleges should take note,"
according
to
Will
Duckworth.
ext year's chili cookoff is scheduled to include
a desert category. Be sure
to mark your calendars!

Newly renovated Princess
Theatre hosts opening acts
By Paul Lindgren
E11terlllimnmt
Editor
The Princess Theatre
Center for the Performing
Arts is reopening its doors
in grand style this season.
The recently renov ated
and expanded theatre will
host the nationally renowned theatre mask ensemble Imago and their
performance of "Frogs,
Lizard, Orbs and Slinkys,"
and a presentation of
Broadway's "Crazy for
You, The New Gershwin
Musical."
Combining
mask,
mime and carefully choreogra phed movement,
Imago has dazzled audiences across the country
with peculiar images and
strange critters. The single
performance is 5chcduled
for Thursday, February 15
at 7 p.m. and will kick off
the cw Family Series at

the Princess Theatre.
Imago is a Portland,
O regon based company
that u ses the Jacque
LeCoq method to create a
stunning array of characters with a non-stop surprise of actions. Up may
be down, arms might be
legs, and masks are not
necessarily for the face.
Multimedia materials are
also used in the performance. Film and music are
used to create a comical
atmosphere both f;mtastic
and reflective of human
experience.
The Princess Theatre
will a lso present the
purely magical "Craz)
For You, The New
Gershwin Musical," a
1930's style musical comedy filled with unforgettable songs from the great
Gershwin brothers George
and Ira. The production
will premiere on Saturday,
February 17 at 7:30 p.m.

Based on the original
Gershwin musical Girl
Crazy, this new production
retains the "zany, lovable
boy-meets-girl, boy-losesg i r I,
boy-gets-girl"
plotline so common in the
1930's as well as the best
of the original s how's
timeless classics. Songs
such as "Bid in' My Tune,"
"Embraceable You," " But
Not For Me," and " I Got
Rhythm" brings the ·audience back to a time when
everyone wore hats a nd
sang in the rain.
"C razy For You" has
won nine Tony Awards in
1992 including " Best Musical," " Best Book" and
"Best Choreography." It is
an event you will not want
to miss.
Reserved tickets for
Imago's "Frogs, Lizards,
Orbs and Slinkys" and
Crn::y For You, The New
Cer.,hwin ,Wusical are
available al the Princess

Theatre Box Office, open 9
a.m. through 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. Tickets may also be purchased
one hour prior to the said
performances at the box
office. Prices for imago's
"Frogs, Lizards, Orbs and
Slinkys" are available for
$12 adults and $6 children,
and tickets for Crazy For
You, The New Gershwin
Musical a re $30 for the
main floor and $27 for the
balcony. Discounts are
available to students.
Both events are made
possible by g rants from
the Alabama State Council on the Arts and the
National Endowment for
the Arts. For more information, please contact the
Princess Theatre Box Office at 256-340-1778 or
visit the website at
www. princessthea trc.org.
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"Majesty of Spain" opens in Memphis, TN
By Paul Lindgren

-

E11tert11inment

Editor
It might be worth travelling the 330 miles it takes
to see Spain this Spring.
That's right, "The Majesty
of Spain" features fourteen galleries of priceless
treasures from the fberian
peninsula and will be on
display at the Mississippi
Arts Pavilion in Jackson,
Mississippi from March 1
through September 3.

The exhibit includes
more than 600 authentic
pieces of artwork from the
royal collections of Museo
del Prado and Patrimonio
Nacional and spans a period of Spanish history
from 1746-1833. "The
Majesty of Spain" also
covers that part of history
in which Spain supported
America's quest for independence and includes
original handwritten letters from George Washington and Benjamin

Franklin to King Carlos III
of Spain.
Meticulous! y reproduced rooms include the
breathtaking Porcelain
Room from the Royal Palace of Aranjuez, one of
Europe's decorative masterpieces featuring walls
and ceiling fully glazed in
exotic Chinese figures,
birds, animals, flowers
and dragons. The Banquet
Hall from the Royal Palace
of El Pardo features ornate
place settings from the

court of Fernando VII and
is decorated with tapestries woven from the art
designs of Goya.
The work of Francisco
de Goya, one of Spain's
most famous artists, is also
on display as part of the
exhibit. El Quitasol ("The
Parasol"), one of Goya's
most famous cartoon
paintings, will only be displayed for three months
due to its renovvned popularity at the Prado museu l'ft': Goya often pro-

Pedro the Lion just doesn't quit
Justin Edwards
Ellfertainment

Writer
" All the way to
grandma's house... l
stayed on the narrow
path ... but my brother
wandered off... deep into
the wood." Thus begins
the tragic storyline of
Pedro the Lion's new album Wtimers Never Quit.
Yes, you heard right: a
storyline. I guess you
could call it a concept CD,

but whatever you call it,
it's just plain good.
Songs on this CD center around the lives of two
brothers and range from
acoustic folk type numbers to head on rocking
emo masterpieces. Each
song's style, however,
nicely complements the
part of the storyline the
song tells. For example,
"To Protect the Family
Name," a song in which
one of the brothers is
caught drunk by the po-

lice, is lazy and languid
and the lyrics are half
mumbled. As one review
stated, and l heartily
agree, it's almost a sonic
rendition of a drunken
stupor.
Not only does this album have good music, but
it also has good lyrics.
Within these lyrics, David
Bazan manages not only
to tell a story, but also
make comments about the
world we live in, giving
the lyrics a multi-dimen-

Could March bring the
demise of Dreamcast?
By Kim Staton
E11tert11imnent

Writer
February 4, 2001
marked the day that Sega
of lowered the price of its
Dreamcast console from
S149.95 to $99.95 with the
aim of discontinuing the
gaming system on March
31.
The discontinuation of
the Dreamcast console
stems from poorer than
expected sales of the system throughout 2000. The
DC was unable to gain a
foothold in the v ideo
game market because of
the popularity of Sony's
and Nintendo's consoles.
What does this mean
for Dreamcast owners?
Sega says that it will release about 100 more
games for the Dreamcast
5Ystem. These games include The I louse of the
Dead 3, As Snow .. ,
Outtrigger, Shenmue II,
Sonic Adventure 2 and
others.
b Sega reports that il will
ecome a third party
game developer for
Sony's Playstation and
Playstation 2 consoles as

well as Nintendo's Game
Boy Advance. The ailing
company plans to release
the first of these systems'
games as early as this
summer. Sega has not
commented on whether or
not it will develop games
for
intendo's Game
Cube or Microsoft's Xbox.
Also, the DC cahipset
technology will be used in
Palm handhelds and a line
of set-top boxes from Pace
Micro Technology, a European company. Several
other uses for the
Dreamcast chip are being
developed.
J do not own a
Dreamcast or any Sega
console for one simple reason: no Squaresoft! During the Sega l intendo
battle of the 90's, I sided
with intendo. Then, I
switched
over
to
Playstation
and
Playstation 2. However, I
have seen the DC and
played some games, and l
have to admit the graphics are the best offered by

any console to date.
Honestly, l wish I'd
bought a Dreamcast. It is
a good system, and hey,
you can get the games for
free .... OOOPS! Did ljust
write that?!? My bad!
Avert your eyes! Heh heh
heh.
Still, the DC has features that the other systemsc;implydonot. While
I' ll never get used to that
huge controller, the DC's
56k modem is an interesting feature. Also, Sega's
console gi,.es better
graphics than the other
systems out in the market,
with the exception of
Playstation 2. However,
since the Playstation 2 has
yet to be fully explored by
game developers, the
Dreamcast still maintains
a slight edge.
While not a Sega fan, as
a gamer I'm sad to see the
demise of the Dreamcast
and of Sega as a console
manufacturer. It was a
good run, wasn't it? It's a
shame that the Sega era
has ended.

Check us out online!
exponent.uah.edu

sional effect. And as if all
that wasn' t enough, this
album has great artwork
too. Simple black line
drawings illustrate different bits of the story giving
you clues about the story
line.
The final verdict on this
album is that it is well
worth purchasing. The
music, lyrics, arhvork, and
storyline of the CD combine to make a record that
you will want to put on
endless repeat and listen
to again and again.

duced such cartoon paintings to be used as models
for weaving tapestries.
His paintings, however,
have since become more
famous than their tapestries. Other acclaimed artists whose works ,..., ill be
on display at the exhibit
include Gio\ anni Battista
Tiepolo and Anton Rafael
!'vtengs.
Some of the other priceless objects that will be on
display include a 17'1' Century, 55-foot royal gondola
and royal carriage of King
Fernando VII. It is the oldest object on display and
dates back to the reign of
King Phillip II of Armada
fame. The gondola is lavish Iy decorated with
carved scenes of cherubs,
sea monsters and other
mythical creatures laid
,.,·ith beautiful gilding.
Documenting the passage of time throughout
the period-arranged exhibit are 17 rare royal
clocks, one of which displays the celestial mO\·emen t of the moon and
earth in exquisite craftsmanship. Other beautiful
objects on exhibition include costumes, arma-

ments, ivories, chandeliers, furruture, and a royal
throne.
Presented by the same
people who ha\·e thrilled
more than 825,000 \ tSitors
worldwide with the s tunning! y successfu I "Palaces
of St. Petersburg" exhibition in 1996 and the
"Splendors of Versailles"
in 1998, "The \taJesty of
Spain" is a unique, oncein-a-lifetime experience
for e\·eryone. Join the \1ississippi Arts Pa\·ilion beginning \larch 1 to \·iew .
the spectacular grandeur
of the Spanish royal court.
Tickets for "The ~1ajesty of Spain" may be purchased
by
calling
Ticketmaster at 1-877-7092639
and
at
all
Ticketmaster outlets. All
tickets are for a specific
time and date and advanced tickets are strongly
recommended. Adult admission is 515 and student
admission (with ID) is 510.
For additional information, call 800-960-9900.
The ~1ississippi Arts Pavilion is located at the corner of Lamar and Court
Streets in downtown Jackson, Mississippi.

Come express your opinions to ACE tell us what you likel ACE meetings
every Tuesday at 7 pm in UC-106
Achtung, Babyl Here's our calender
for upcoming ACE eventsI
FEBRUARY 20
Join us at Mom's in the UC at 9 pm as musician Keller Williams jams his progressive hippy
rock

FEBURARY 21
ACE hosts a campus premiere of the Kings of
Comedy in the UC Exhibit Hall at 9 pm

FEBRUARY 27
Join comedian Chris Johnson at 9 pm in Mom's
Cafe in the University Center

FEBRUARY 28
ACE hosts the movie Remember the Titans in
the UC Exhibit Hall at 9 pm

..
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Ryan Phillippe makes Anti-Trust believable
By Lauren Eiter
Enterfllinment

Knter
As one encroaches
upon this film, it may
seem eerily familiar as it
evolves into a parallel of
the Microsoft controversy.
However, Anti-Trust takes
this trial one step further
to speculate and elaborate
on a covert and deadly
mission to take over the
world, one fC at a time.
As you watch this film,
don't get bogged down by
the highly sophisticated
details in computer jargon, but pay close attention to detail. Anti-Tr11stis
classified as a suspenseful
thriller, but it also adds elements of intrigue and
mystery. You never know
what is going to happened
next!
Set in the suburbs of a

small town, a group of
young college students
endeavor to carve their
own path in the cutthroat
business world of software and computers. Led
by Milo Hoffman (Ryan
Phillippe), these college
graduates have the potential to challenge the biggest software industry in
the world, NURV (Never
Underestimate Radical
Vision) Enterprises. However, the CEO and Chairman of NURV, Gary Winston (1im Robbins), finds
out, through unknown
sources, of these students'
outstanding abilities. He
realizes they are a formidable threat, hence he proposes to Milo an offer he
can't refuse. Gary takes
Milo under his wing and
. promises him the fulfillment of all his dreams;
power, wealth, prestige.
However, Milo will be
abandoning his friends for
the competition. Instead
of going with his instincts,
Milo acquiesces and takes
the easy road to success, a
path that is already
carved. Although, when
everything "just seems

right", some things are
never as they seem.
Milo enters a utopia
world of computer geeks
and software geniuses; he
feels right at home. He has
become the envy of all the
NURV executives because
he has evolved into Gary's
right hand man. Gary's
ambition seeps from his
every pore and from him
flow ideas of imperialism
Milo only dreams about.
Gary disposes to Milo
NURV's latest pr~ ect
known as Synapse. This is
going to be the greatest
link of computer technology in the world. It consis ts of transit satellites
around the globe that will
relay information at
record speed and intricate
resolution. This will put
NURV over the top, in
spite of all the Anti-Trust
lawsuits.
As Milo's
work
progresses with the programming of all this software, he gets suspicious of
all the ideas Gary seems to
be gathering. His words
start to sound eerily familiar, as if Milo is hearing
himself talk. Gary's

Ryan Philippe and Tlll\ Robbins star in Anti-'Irust. (Photo from MGM Pictures
and movies.yahoo.com)
thoughts seem to be what Ryan Phillippe could con- think, and not only beMilo is thinking, but how? vincingly pull off the com- cause it details all kinds of
How is Gary getting into puter geek character, and computer language, it
Milo's head? How is Gary although he did not come gives one the appeal of
getting into the heads of off nerdy, he did have an books like 1984 and the
people all over the world? aloof quality that distin- "Big Brother is watching"
How can one man possess guished him from some of mentality. Of course, it is
all knowledge, doesn't his other roles. I have to not so far-fetched as the
"knowledge belong to the admit that Tim Robbins motivation is not so much
world"?
exhibited some melo- mind control, but money
This smart thriller drama in some scenes, but control. This is what
makes one think, and with as a satire to Bill Gates, I makes this film believable
such a fast pace, it keeps think director Peter and worth viewing. Once
you on the edge of your Howitt wanted it that way. again, art imitates life.
seat. I doubted whether This movie will make you

Utopia: the online fantasy at its best
Double Take (PG-13)
4:05 9:00

Whatever you decide to aids you with information
do, you will need to learn about your economy, miliDoggrell
Head Over Heels (PGto work with others. This tary, and magical effects
13) 1:05 3:05 5:05 7:05
Online
Editor
web-based game has over on your province. Prov9:05
60,000 players from all inces can build surpluses
Save the Last Dance
If
you
dream
of
ppwerover the world. Players for emergencies or wars,
(PG-13) 1:20 4:00 6:30
ful kingdoms, great are randomly assigned to but thieves from other
9:00 12:05
battles, and mighty drag- kingdoms where they kingdoms can always
13 Days (PG-13) 1:10
. ons during your classes or must work together with steal these p rovisions
6:50
while you are studying twenty-four strangers to away. Outside the provValentine (R) 1:40 4:05
and need to find an out- advance themselves and ince, a larger world of
6:45 9:00 12:00
let, check out http:// their kingdom by gaining wars, politics, and dragMiss Congeniality (PG- games.swirve.com / uto- land and honor.
ons exists.
13) 1:45 6:35 11:30
pia, where you can find a
Players may choose
Communication with
Traffic (R) 4:00 9:50
game right in line with from many races such as other members of your
your interests!
dwarves~ faeries, elves, kingdom is an absolute
Su».!' & Spice (PG-13)
3:00 5:00 7:00 ~:()()
You can control a prov- halflings, or the undead. must as players coordiince and rise to glory All have their own unique nate battles during wars
Chocolat (PG-13) 1:20
through magic, thievery, advantages and disadvan- with other kingdoms.
4:10 1:00 9:50
and battle. If you are more tages, but the human race Control of the monarchy
Saving_Silverman (PG13) 4:15 6:40 9:00 11:30 ambitious, you may at- seems to be the most can be won by force, or by
tempt to rise to become a popular in the game.
diplomacy if you can gain
Hannibal (R) 1:15 1:45
monarch
and
rule
a
kingPlayers
direct
the
enough
votes in your
4:00 4:45 7:00 7:45
dom of many provinces. people of their provinces kingdom. Provinces accu9:45 10:30 12:15
to construct build ings, mulate debt if they are
learn new sciences, and unable to support themtrain for military con- selves and must survive
quest.
A council of advi- on handouts from other
Movie 'Iiivia:
sors
within
the province provinces. Kingdoms may
British acting veteran Anthony Hopkins, who stars
in the new film Hannibal, won his first Golden
Call:
Globe award for what film by Richard
Attenborough?
3.34.265.1003
The first 4 people with the correct answer for the
Movie 1Hvia will win movie tickets. ONLY4 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, fint serve basis
from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. on Fri. No one who hu
won in the last month is eligible for any contest or
trivia. Please see Jennifer Sharp in tqr 1hponmf of· ·ed above.
fice onl between the hours s

By James

Win Ttckets to the Movies!

Givethe
giftof

pool their resources and
gain a dragon to send and
destroy the lands and
people of other kingdoms.
ln Utopia you can command a province of warriors, thieves, mages, or
any combination of all
three. You can be noble
and ambitious assaulting
enemies more powerful
than you and gaining
honor and praise from
your people. You can control a province of thieves
and steal from the rich to
keep for yourself. Or your
mages can wreak havoc
on enemy kingdoms
while your fellow provinces crush your enemies
with their armies. The
choices are all made by
how you control your
province.
The game works on a
time system where one
"Utopian" day occurs every hour. This will bring
you back to the game several times a day to see how
your people are, and make
sure no one has assaulted

you during lunch. These
games also span months
of time since play only
progresses at each whole
hour. This system allows
this game to be easily
played whenever you
have the time. Five minutes may be all the time
you need to spend with
the game today, but tomorrow you may be in a
war and spend several
hours finding information
and directing your people.
Utopia: The Age ofNobility is the most recent incarnation of Utopia and began on February 1, 2001.
With each reset of the
game, it only becomes better as its creators strive to
improve and expand the
game. Changes in this reset include minor changes
in individual races advantages and disadvantages,
mercenaries, plagues, and
others. Get to http://
games.swirve.com/utopia and start to control
your own province today!

Check us out at
exponent.
uah.edu
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The House of Representatives would like to
thank the attendees of the
special Senate meeting for
their unanimous vote
Monday night. ln their
first order of business for
the year, they decided to
abolish the Chief of Staff
committee, whjch actually
does work for this university on a solely volunteer
basis. Their indecisiveness in approving SGA
President
James
Kodrowski's nomination
for Chief of Sta ff (3
times!!!) led to their decision to abolish the committee. These Sena tors
were elected with the
hopes of working for the
betterment of this school,
which they have undermined in their callous disrespect for the student
body. In their deba uchery
of Senate proceedings,
they have deliberately undermined such projects
undertaken by the President of the SGA and the
House such as St. Jude's
Up All Night, the American I leart Walk, Project
America and Campus.net.
I personally invite the
entire university to attend
~e Joint Assembly Meetmg of the SGA on Mon?ay, February 12 at 8 p.m.
m the University Center

131.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Fox,
Speaker of the Houae
Dur Editor,
. I hope everyone enJoyed the festivities at this
year's Homecoming. Congra tu la ti ons to Eric
Konieczny and Cassondra
Marshall
on
being
crowned the Ho mecoming King and Queen for
2001 · Congratulations also
go out to the Pep Band
and Sigma Nu fraternity
on winning the SGA spirit
contest.
A lot of time and hard
w?rk went into pulling
lhis year·s event together
and I would like lo tak;
th·15
• opportunity to recognize those that went out of
th eir way to pull it tofether. First, I would like
0
thank everyone on the
Homecoming Commmee
that donated his or he r
Monday afternoons to
plan this year's event. I
~Id like to say thank

you to ACE President
Joleen Heckman and all
the ACE directors for hosting the Tune-In game
show, for bringing comedi an Darren Carter on
campus, and for sponsoring the Umdabu Zulu
Dancers. Not only did
they plan these events, but
they continued to help
with the other events
throughout the week. I
would like to thank Steve
Bruce for his help planning the chili cookout and
for providing the sound
system at the bonfire and
the " Charger-Stomp".
Thanks go out to Cathi
Curtis and everyone in the
UC that helped with the
Homecoming Court elections.
Next I would like to
thank April Harris and
everyone at the Alumni
Association for putting
together the Alumni luncheon. They were also responsible for "Sweet Endings", free donuts and hot
chocolate after the hockey
game. I would like to
thank Juanita Owen and
everyone at University
Housing for coordinating
the bonfire. It went off
flawlessly and was tremendous success.
I also need to thank
Sheila Ray and Micheal
Altman in Athletics. They
were a big help coordinating with the athletes to
have them at the bonfire
and for the planning of the

events surrounding the
games this past weekend.
Also, thanks to both the
women's and men's basketball teams, the hockey
team, and to the cheerleaders for coming out to
the bonfire. In addition, I
would like to say thank
you to the UAH Pep Band
for their continued support at the bonfire and at
the athletic events over the
weekend.
Personal thanks go out
to everyone in SGA for
your support. Special
thanks to Eric Konieczny
for designing the Homecoming t-shirts for the
SGA t-shirt swap and to
Geof Morris for his help
planning the spirit contest
and helping at the signature tables.
Lastly, I would like to
thank all the clubs, fraternities, sororities, and independent students for coming out and showing their
support throughout the
week. Even with all the
planning, the events
would not have mattered
had it not been for your
support and attendance. If
I left anyone out, I do
apologize. There were so
many people involved, it
is nearly imposs ible to
thank them all. Thanks to
everyone that was a part
of this year's event.
Sincerely,
Anthony Holden
Homecoming Committee Ch.airman

Tax cut
P-lOP~Sal:
will histo
repeat itseib
By Dauphne Rogers
Ellilor-i,,-Cldef
President Bush wants to drastically
cut taxes in America. He claims that
typical American families will be able
to keep S1,600 more each year. He further claims that his proposal will help
large numbers of low-income Americans move into the middle it it is impleme1tted.
How can this be? Where will the
money come from. you ask?
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan claims that there will be
enough money to pay down the national debt and provide tax relief. This
claim seems to be supported by the
Congressional Budget Office's announcement last week that it was raising its l~year surplus estimate to $5.6
trillion, which includes $3.12 trillion
outside of Social Security.
Prior to the election last tall Bush
said, "Al Gore believes the surplus is
the government's money. I believe the
surplus is the people's money."
Who couldn't use a little extra cash,
right?
Sounds good, doesn't it?
Too good to be true, if you ask me.
Bush's tax cut proposal would
spend more money on tax cuts for the
richest one percent of American citizens than he proposes for education,
health care, prescription dn1gs for
those on Medicare, and national defense combined.
In other words, the more money
you have, the more money you'll be

able to put in your pocket under
Bush's tax cut proposal.
Sound familiar?
Maybe not to traditional-age students, since you guys were born about
20 years ago, but ...
Back in 1981, President Reagan initiated sweeping tax cuts for individuals that ultimately gave corporations
the opening they needed to obtain billions of dollan in tax relief for them.
These huge lax cuts contributed significantly to the quadrupling of the
national debt in the 1980's.
Bush would have us believe that his
tax cut plan poses no such threat.
Ever heard the old saying that history is prone to repeat itself when we
don't heed the lessons of the past, Mr.
President?
Obviously not.
Bush claimed that his presidential
opponent, Al Gore, had an economic
plan that would lead to dramatically
bigger government, which would empower Washington.
Who does Bush think his proposed
tax cuts will empower? Certainly not
the poor or the middle class.
We all know who really stands to
benefit most from tax cuts-the
wealthy.
Most of us also know who will pay
the ultimate price-the middle class
and the working poor.
Anyone out there surprised?

Salute, continued from page 1
semester are also invited
to join in the festivities.
Commencem e nt items
will be available for early
purchase for both days of
the event, including robes,
hats, tassels, announcements, and invitations.
Refreshments will also be
on hand.
"Senior Salute" will
feature two k.ey note
speakers: Director of
Marshall Space Flight
Center Art S tephenson
and Con gressman Bud
Cramer. Both gentlemen
will be receiving honorary
degrees from UAH. In
addition, Dr. Franz will
also be in a ttendance to
socialize with and advise
the graudates. The event
will span two days in order to accommodate the
busy schedule of Seniors
and is being presented as

a way for UAH to show
appreciation for the
graduating class of 2001.
The commencement
items on hand, as well as
the class rings, are being
s up plied by Jostens.
Jostens assistswithevents
like this one nationally.
This will be the first year
that "Senior Salute"
comes to UAH. The tradition has already been
established on our sister
campuses in Birmingham
and Tuscaloosa.
"Senior Salute" is an
excellent way to work the
planning of your graduation in around your busy
schedules and studies.
The event will be held
Monday, February26from
3pm to 8pm, and again on
Tuesday, February 27 from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. As an
added incentive, all se-

niors who attend will be
eligible to fill out a form

to win a free class ring

from Jostens.

Hockey, continued from page 5
mark of the second period
to knot the game at 1. The
power play was important
for UAH, which went Ofor
10 in that department up
in Denver.
"Our power-play execution was much better
this weekend than against
Denver," coach Ross said
about his team's execution
in the one-man advantage. The Charges were 3
for 10 in converting
power-play opportunities
during
homecoming
weekend.
The third and final goal
resulting from the powerplay was the game winner
for
UAH.
Ryan
McCormick's goal at the
7:46 mark of the third pe--

riod lifted UAH into a 2-1
lead that they would not
relinquish.
Dwayne Blais finished
the game with a couple of
assists and Zimis also assisted on McCormack's
game-winning goal.
The Chargers' defense
held Bemidji St. to 0-9 on
the power play with just
six shots attempted on
goal over the weekend.
Bryne stopped 25 shots.
Bemidji St's Dannie Morgan stopped 49 shots.
Coach Ross was impressed with the performances of the goalies,
" Bryne played great in the
nets and so did Morgan
for them [Bemidji St.]."
The two wins kept

UAH tied with Niagara
atop the College Hockey
America
Standings.
" We've got six more
league games to play and
to win, and hopefully,
Niaga ra will stumb le at
some point," Ross said.
"We've got a good conference record and there are
many teams within our
conference that are playing well. But if we win out,
we can become conference
champs."
UAH will take on
Wayne St. at the Von
Braun Center on February
9-10. The puck drops at
7:05 p.m. on Friday night.
On Saturday, which will
be Senior Day, the puck
drops at 1:05 p.m.
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Away with grades (at least in P.E.)

Tke
~

Corner
By James
Kodrowsld
SCA Praident
kodrowj@email.uah.edu 'Jj,.__.L._J............ ( . . . c . . _ ~

Gettin' the Boot!
The SGA Senate has declared that it would be a
good ide,l to ABOLISH a volunteer department in
SGA that has basically been taking up their slack since
they were elected. Correct me if 1 am mistaken, but
isn't there something fundamentally w rong with
abolishing volunteers? It might make sense if these
positions were paid but since they are only freshman
and sophomore volunteers interested in SGA it
doesn't do much for our unage to get rid of them.
Anyways, in a sudden and drastic move on Monday
evening, the Senate decided to downsize SGA by a
whopping 17.So/o. l don't know what the logic is behind eliminating FIVE major projects in SGA that are
carried out by that deparbnent, but I am sure that
the members of the Senate will be h,,ppy to explain
it all to the student body. Tn any event, as the elected
representative of the student body in the Student
Government Association, I proudly and publicly
VETO the Bill in Senate that abolishes the Executive
Department of the President.
Please be advised that this does not put an end to
the insanity. The Senate will have the opportunity to
overrule this veto during their meeting next Monday. Of course, if that is the case, you can be assured
th.,t I will not allow these beneficial projects they are
trying to eliminate to go away. It will only be added
responsibility for the ever-decreasing number of
people currently in student government.
There is an oath that is taken by each of the members of student government whereby the individual
pledges to "uphold the duties and responsibilities expected of them and placed upon me by the sluJmls
of the University of Alabama in Huntsville .... [They}
promise to acquit themselves with honor of word and
deed at all times, to proled flM pre.-en,,e 1/u- riglrts Pnd
privilegt!Sofl/4' sludenlsofUA.H." What right do the
members of the Senate have to not allow energetic
freshman and sophomore student Jeaders to participate in student government? Furthermore, should it
not be~ Senate that is up for abolishment for blatantly abusing their positions by disregarding the
interests of the student body they were elected to
represent. I dispense with further quoting from the
oath of office, but I do remark that the elected members of the Senate are also held to the policies of UAH,
under which no student is discriminated against.
Furthermore, let it be noted that the decision in
the Senate has been reached after two months of rejecting nominations for various positions that it is
their jurisdiction to approve. lbis decision came only
after my strongly urging them to find interested volunteers on their own that would be amenable to them
an. As a result of their actions, it is the overriding
opinion of the House, as well as the officers in Cabinet, that alJ of the responsibilities carried out by the
Executive Office of the President be placed upon the
individualmembersoftheSenatewhosee the growth
of student government as a detriment to the student
body. This ultimately leaves SGA in an unfortunate
predicament seeing as how the only business getting
d one in the Senate prior to this was qrried out by
the Chair, Mr. Geoff Morris. Either Mr. Morris has
been granted the wonderful task of squeezing 40

See Kodrowsld, page 15

ByJ. Caleb

Clanton ·
News Editor/
Opinion Hnter
Anytime one argues
against the necessity of
grades folks tend to get
uptight. The vein on the
forehead protrudes and
faces get red.
"Well, how are you
supposed to know if soand-so is a good student?"
Right off hand, I'd respond by suggesting that
you evaluate the student's
entire academic portfolio.
Is the writing (or project)
anygood? Are the teacher
recommendations impressive? Et cetera, et cetera.
Yet, 1 suppose I've al-

read y lost that d ebate on
the broad scale. Our society has become obsessed
w ith the notion that there
must be some objective
stan dard that can be used
as a stable criterion for
weeding out the idiots.
Wishful thinking, I am inclined to conclude.
Mercy on us if that
"standard" looks something like a "standardized" test, namely the
GRE, SAT, ACT, and so on.
Just think: the objectivity
of all academic endeavors
hinges upon a multiplechoice test.
Ouch.
Nonetheless, students
are awarded grades at the
end of each term. These
grades give us the fa lse
sense of objectivity concerning academic assessment, so we are content.
Never mind the reality
that some teachers/ majors/ tracks are considerably more (or less) demanding than others.
Thus, in reality, some 4.0
GPA records are more (or
less) than impressive,
given one's academic

routes.
Just this term, UAH
changed its academic
policy concerning the
grading of Health and
Physical Education (HPE)
classes. Heretofore, there
was no grade given upon
completion of an HPE
course, like say CardioKickboxing or Billiards or
Hang-gliding. Instead,
students were marked either satisfactory or no.
No longe r is this the
case. Now, depending on
one's performance, students are given bona-fide
grades that count towards
his or her GPA.
So, in effect, character
of a student's academic
reputation rests, in part,
upon how fast a person
can run or how well a person can otherwise perform
physically.
I, for one, find this a tad
bit silly, and for several
reasons.
First off, if a fat kid
wants to take a P.E. class
for obvious reasons, are
we to effectively penalize
him or her (in terms of the
likely ryegative conse-
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quence upon the kid's
GPA) simply on the basis
of his or her previous
physical capabilities. I
should hope not.
Such grading of HPE
classes will likely prevent
many folks from taking
some adventurously random HPE class, formerly
unbeknown to him or her.
This could likely affect
enrollment in such HPE
classes, thereby potentially wrecking ha voc
upon the eventual ability
to offer such classes.
Secondly, why should
physical prowess be rewarded or penalized, one
way or the other, with respects to one's academic
record? It seems reasonable that s uch a record
should exclusively evaluate intellectual endeavors.
Now, this is not to suggest that HPE type classes
are not important or desirable in an academic institution or that they should
not count in terms of
hours toward graduation.
They nre n11d they should. ln
fact, studies have shown
that physical health is related to mental performance.
However, we shou Id
stick assessing a student's
academic record when
and where academics are
primarily concerned.
I suggest UAH reconsider this issue and revert
to the previous g rading
policy on HPE classes.
Readers can email J. Caleb
Clanton at calebclanton
@yahoo.com
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Mystic Stars
Weekly Horoscope
By Lasha Seniuk
1ribune Media Seroices
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'Jaurus (April 21-May 20)
(lll.lge: "Floating on a glacial lake, a red rose"
Message: Love examined,
Social and romantic attractions are a major influence this week. Early
Tuesday i,ensuality, emotional triangles and new friendship will be
difficult to resist: ex peel quick romantic prop=ls or compelling declarations of love. All that has been previously withheld in key relationships will soon be made public. Be expressive, Taurus: shared
honesty and social commitments wiU soon intensify. Later this week
a,01d excess spending: for the next 8 days financial and business
promises are unreliable.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image:"At the local gas station, Columbus buying a city map"
Me:..sage: Asking for d ireclion.
For the past few weeks, Gem, newly proposed business relationships
have been limited to slow progress or stalled negotiations. Now, howe.,.er, solid rewards will be forthcoming: after Tuesday expect last
minute proposals to be both dearly defined and expansive. Serious
mistakes can now be easily corrected: remain focused on small
amounts and written permissions. For some Geminis romance will
also be affected: expect steady improvements, revised invitations or
joint travel plans.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Image: "On a green felt table, a pair of white dice"
Message: Taking a risk.
Before mid-week expect a close friend or relative to suggest unusual
busmess solutions. Over the next few days social influences can help
11.-,,olve long standing workplace struggles. Listen carefully to the
id vice and experiences of others: unexpected sources may now offer
concrete ideas. After Thursday a powerful mix of new attraction and
pa,t romantic memories arrives. Release yesterday's expectations and
outdatoo relationships, Cancer: it's time to commit to new growth.
Leo (July 23-Augu.st 22)
Image: " At daybreak, an opera singer humming in the showerN
Me:.--.age: Knowing your strengths.
01'er the next few day~, Leo, focus on long term goals and new busines, strategics: workplace ideas introduced over the last few weeks
will now become firmly established. Jupiter's transiting influences
ma) ha\'e recently brought unusual communications or a third party
influence onto your workscene. Imprint your unique style in the
nunds of authonty figures, Leo, and all will be well. After Friday
close relatioru,hips begin to deepen: watch for sultry invitation.,; and
unique proposals.
Vugo (August 23-September 22)
Image: ~Moments before a Broadway show, a power failure"
\f •sage: Dramatic pause.
a..,fore Thursday a close friend may be particularly moody or intro'petbve. Recent romantic changes or family disruptions may now
cause someone close to question their emotional security or long term
plans. Romantic doubts will pass quickly, Virgo, so not to worry. Do,
however, expect new self awareness and reflection to inspire greater
t~t ~tween loved ones. Spiritual and social intimacy is now on the
rise: en)Oy private encounters and subtle communications with close
fnends.
Ubra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Image: "Five hot air balloons floating skyward"
Message: A gentle momentum.
~ng term work decisions and career intuition will now work in your
avor. Late Tuesday an 8 day period of social clarity and renewed
~nfidence in business relationships arrives. Many Librans will now
dlSCOver that their quietly detached approach to workplace differ: ~ has been completely successful. After mid-week expect key
d iaa(s or colleagues to request that you publicly set your own stV)arcls and priorities. A subtle but powerful few days, Libra: stay foC'USed.
Scorpio (October 24-November 21)
1
:ase:
"At the bottom of a deep well, a network of snarled tree roots"
es.sage: Inner strength.
~ d your ground in romantic or family power struggl~ this ~eek,
. rp. Over the next few days public honesty and emotional mtegnty will be a key concern: expect loved ones to soon request your
supP?rt, agreement or continued guidance. Broaden your social or
~0:,0110~1 circle, Scorp: new information and outside influences will
rehef. After Thursday a subtle new confidence emerges: expect
lanext 14 months to bring meaningful home change to all long term
l'l' bonships.

u:'g

Sagittarius <November 22-December 21)

1
\~gc: "~ ~w ?f baby ducklings on a clear blue pond"
%~ge._ ~lignmg your priorities
d k officials may be unusually annoying this week, Sage. Small
uties and the completion of recently forgotten tasks may be the only
of emot!o~al security for anxious authority_ figures: Rem~tn
p OS<>phic: thtS 1~ not a good time to asJ.. for special consideration
:public~ychallenge the ideas of others. After Wednesday a romanco or SOcial invitation mav need to be rt>-scheduled: expect family
mnutn;ienL, or pl"l'~ 1ou engagement:, to cau.<;(' minor delayi.

so.::rce

_ Capncom (December 22-Januuy 20)
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Image: "A bright blue sapphire"
Message: Cool and vibrant passion.
Early this w~k a distant romance or unspoken attraction may become unavo1da~le. Over the next few days expect previously shy
, lovers ?r .~ew. fn~nds to offer subtle gestures, unique comments or
seductive invitations. All looks pleasing, Cap, so not to worry: do,
h~wever, avoid public displays of affection in the workplace. Before
nu~-March w~rk officials and dose colleagues will be watching your
SOC1al style, pnvate agendas and daily emotional choices: be discrete.
~quariua (Jamwy 21-February 19)
(Week of February 5)
Image: "Four tall ships sailing on a bright green seaN
Message: Ancient wisdom.
Arin (Much 21-April 20)
Inner journeys, quick intuitions or flashes of insight are a strong in!Jl'lage: "A crystal goblet full of red jelly beans"
fluence over the next few days. Key areas of concern are past emoMeSl>ilge: Innocent clarity.
Early !hi• week coll~a~u~ and key officials may request special busi- tional limitations in romantic or family relationships. Some Aquarians
ness advice. \'\brk linutations or short term contracts are now com- may now begin to experience minor physical aches or pains. 1f so,
this may be an indication that much unconscious movement is takplex: expect close associates lo rely heavily on your insight into stalled
projects or difficult mistakes. Before mid-week your idealism will be ing place. The body has a wisdom, Aquarius: listen and gather valuable clues. Late Friday new business options arrive: expect fast fiUl demand: watch for new assignments or greatly extended schedules. After Thursday ongoing social and romantic differences will be nancial proposals.
Pillca (February 20-Mardt 20)
quickly resolved: remain open to new romantic overtures or unique
Image: " ln the park, an ~lderly couple holding hands"
group prop=ls.

Message· After the fire, gentle warmth.
Subtle home commurucations and deep feelings of intimacy are on
the agenda over the next few days, Pisces. Before Thur.,day expect
loved ones to gently express their dedication or continued affcctton.
Recent power struggles in family and romantic relationships are now
ending. for the next 8 days watch for lovers and relatives to plan
quiet romantic evenings or shared home activities. Be receptive, Pisces: romance and shared understanding arc alive and well.
U your birthday 1- this week. ..expect short term business gains
over the next 3 to 4 months. Some Pisccans may also experience a
powerful expansion of workplace options or newly arriving income
sources. If so, watch for a recently stalled partnership or employment proposal to quickly yield positive results. Reversals will bring
exciting progress in business before early summer, Pisces: don't hold
back. Later this year watch also for a rare romantic choice to cause
confusion, delays or family interference. After August, Pisces, an independent attitude and new display of confidence will bring the
appropriate romantic progress: don't let the sullen, critical types derail your ideals.
For private consultation, please visit www.mysticstars.net.
<0 TMS Campus, 2001

Homecoming, continued from page 1
Omega Vice President,
SGA Financial Officer, and
is an Omicron Delta
Kappa Honorarium.
Elizabeth Courtney, a
senior nominated by Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
is a member of Kappa
Delta Sorority, is Organizational Chairman for the
SGA Senate, and serves as
the Panhellenic Secretary/
Treasurer. Courtney was
also a member of the 2000
Homecoming Court.
Chris Brown is a senior
and was nominated by
SEDS, where he serves as
President. Brown is Vice
Chafrman of ASME, Vice
President of Charger
Amateur Radio, and Vice
President of Society of
Physics Students.
Sally Stewart, a senior
nominated by Sigma Nu
Fraternity, serves as Compass Student Coordinator,
SGA Senator, SGA Chairman of Current Affairs,
and Artie Literary Magazine Layout Editor.
Stewart is also a Frosh
Mosh Team Leader and is
on the Honor-Scholar List.
Caleb Clanton is a senior and was nominated

by the Student Philosophic Society, where he
serves as Vice President.
Clanton is also the News
Editor for the Exponent, a
former member of the Vice
President of Student Affairs' Advisory Committee, a member of the
Dean's Student Advisory
Board, and a member of
Phi Kappa Phi.
Delta Zeta Sorority
nominated Leah Parker, a
junior. Serving as President of Delta Zeta, Parker
is also a member of Alpha
Lambda Delta, the Institute of Industrial Engineers, and the Society of
Women Engineers.
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
nominated
Michael Baum, a senior.
Baum is the UAH Lancers
President, is a UAH Presidential Scholarship recipient, and a member the Alpha Lambda Delta Honors Society. Baum was
also a member of the 2000
Homecoming Court.
Nominated by the Association for Campus Entertainment, Jessica Williams, a senior, is President
of the Sports Medicine

and Athletic Trainers Club
and a UAH Lancer. Williams is the ACE Cabaret
Director, a Compass
Counselor, Secretary of
the Residential Student
Association, RA of the

Year, and a UAH Honors
Program Student. Williams also became a Who's
Who Among American
College Students participants.

Kodrowski, continued from page 14
hours of work into a 24hour day or the Senate has
some other plan in mind by
which tasks in SGA will be
carried out.
Please note that my
opinion of the Bill does not
in any way reflect a negative attitude toward the
members of the Senate.
Their decision was reached
by a closed vote, and my
comments are directed at
the purpose of the Bill and
not the people who are responsible for passing it. r
commend them for attempting to discontinue a
department that they feel is
unnecessary, but I am not
convinced that the department is a waste. Many of
the projects undertaken by
SGA fell into the hands of
tlus department. The members of it will be sorely

missed if the veto is overruled. Again, Jet me reiterate that I congratulate the
Senate for changing its
mind on a bill that it previously ratified. The fact that
I disagree just shows that
politics is alive and well on
our campus. This is also a
great opportunity for the
university to see the importance of having two houses
in student government. I
encourage all students interested in this matter to attend the Assembly meeting
on Monday evening. Keep
in mind that if you would
like to make a change in student government, applications for the House of Represen ta ti ves are available
now and must be turned in
by February 12, 2001. Have
a great week.

exponent.uah.edu
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Campus Club Mre
Editor's Note: ~qt ixponmf reseroes the rig/rt to edit all submissionsfar content. Due to space requirements, please
limit announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must begiven lo Pnul Lindgren 111 the UC, room J().j
or emailed to clubwire@yahoo.com no Inter thnn noon on Tuesday$. No submissions left in the drop-box will be
printed. Announcements nre preferred on disk. Announcements with graphics will not be accepted.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Crusade for Christ - Thanks for showing the love during Homecoming week. Congratulations to
the Homecoming Court, Basketball, and Hockey teams. Crusade is meeting this and every week on
Monday's at 8 p.m. at MOM's. Remember Coffee House is the first Monday of each month. The Matrix - it's
everywhere; the classes you go to, the parties you attend. UAH itself. Get out! Check out Campus Crusade
for Christ. Peace. http:/ / info.uah.edu /student_life/organizations / lNFOCUS /
National Society of Black Engineers
UAH Chapter of the National Society of Black Engineers will hold the third general body meeting of the
spring semester at 8:30 p.m. in the Administrative Science Building Room 114 on February 15, 2001. If there
are any questions or comments, please e-mail at NSBE@email.uah.edu.
Earth Action
Earth Action, the UAH campus environmental group, is meeting Friday, February 9 al 1:00 p.m. in room 133
of the University Center. Ecofact: According to Stnft> oftltt> World 2000, the U.S. consumes 30~o of the world's
paper with only 5°,o of the world's population.

Charger ACM
Charger ACM Valentine's Day Bake Sale Set - Charger ACM (The Association for Computing 1achinery)
will hold its aMual bake sale on Valentines Day, Wednesdav, Feb. 14. Club members will sell home-baked
goodies from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m on the main _floor of Technology Hall near the ele" ator. Proceeds from the sale
are used to support club activities, so please stop by and purchase something sweet.

-
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Classifie s
HELP WANTED
Child Care Provider
Needed in My Madison
Home. 4yr. old & infant.
25 hrs/wk. Must have references & valid license &
submit to background
check. Please call 8648538.

1993 FORD TAURUS:
Great gas milage. VS, automatic, new tires, ABS,
ps, pl, ps, pw, AM/FM
cass. $3300 OBO. 864-8538
1997 MAZDA PRITTEGE:
5-speed. ABS, pl, pw, AM/
FM cass, new tires. Great
gas milage. Great condition. $6800 OBO. 864-8538

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Two 12 inch Fosgate
speakers for sale. Includes
box, 350-watt amp, and
wiring. Good condition.
$400 OBO. Call 776-3602
after 6 p.m. Mon., Wed., or
Fri.

Bedroom and bath for
rent; 10 minutes from
UAH; in home gym; must
love pets; call 837-4784 ask
for Vicki.

Oak Jewelry / Lingerie
Chest; paid $200; great
condition; $75 OBO; call
922-9309

ALTERNATIVES, a magazine dedicated to the encouragement of literary

MISCELLANEOUS

arts. Requests for possible
publication: Short Stories,
Essays, Poems (all entries
must be both original, unpublished works of the
author). Send Entries to:
ALTERNATIVES, 1202
Thomas Dr., Decatur, AL
35601, ATTN: M. Grant.
Include: Name, Telephone
Number, Mailing Address, Email Address. ALL
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FEBRUARY
24,2001

exponenL
uah.

edu
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Dangerous products

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

" Spreadables "

Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at ~qe ixponenf by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

ACROSS
1 Fire
5 Economic prosperity
9 CUnton appointee
13 User friendly Image
14 Lone Ranger's friend

15 Cookie
16 ThanksQlvlng serving

19 Holy people:Abbr.
20Youngmen
21 Searches
22 Some computers
23 Devastation
24 Immediate
27Lure
28 Winter In Chi.
31 Spoiled chUdren
32 Endure
33 Actress Elisabeth
34 Movie treat
37 Nice summers
38 Barnyard residents
39Key_,Fla
40 Affirmative
41 Norse god
42 Stray
43 Sfang for requests
44 _-Saint-Michel
45 St. Francis of
48 Swlss river
49 Snug place
52 Malchow & Tolles
specialty
55 Give off
56 Piece of golf turf
57 ls In debt
58 Colonial loyalist
59 Have the lead?
60 Conclusions

1
2
3

4
5

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!

Classified ads in ~Ire '!fxponenf are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact ij'.[qe ~xponeuf, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact ij!4e '![xpommf office by fax
at 824-6096, or by email at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
6 Obligation

DOWN
Sis & bro.
above the rest
Camp beds
Bishop's nelghbor:Abbr.
Some are Junk

7 Mel of Cooperstown
8 Summertime pest
9 French city
1O Amounts of time
11 Egg holder
12 Delightful expressions
14 Piece of property
17 Expire
18 Resign
22 Mongrels
23 Coarse flies
24 _ _ Theater, Dublin
25 Beast
26 Evaluates
27 _ _ _ Wurttemberg
28 Musical note
29 Swell
30 Pavorottl, for one
32 aark's sidekick
33 Skimpy
35 Cardinals
36 Heavenly body

By GFR Associates E-Mail : EDC9432@aol.com
Mall: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
7'frl lllUWn7for tJu cn,ssworrl

le will bttpri,,utl bl lfexl uw.t-"1 US111.

41 Belgian River
42 More than bad
43 Simple song
44 City boss
45 Drive the get-away-car
46 Large wrestler
47 Excite
48 Thomas
Edison
49 Irish County
50 Supplemented with difficulty
51 Untouchables head
53 Able
54 Caviar

Quotable Quote
" It Is the mark of an
educated man to entertain
a thought without
accepting It. "
... Aristotle

(Demi/mefar 111/ d11ssifil!tis to be turned m IS no /11/er tlum 4 p.m. on the
Mond11y before the next paper IS scheduled to be publrsheti. Allfrr'e
dllSSrjil!tis will runfar two weeks unl/!SS othenu~ spn:fieti.)
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